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Supplementary materials and methods
Assembly extension of the 23S rRNA gene of Nitrospirae bin Nbg-4
One of the Nitrospirae bin scaffolds contained a partial 23S rRNA gene of 89 bp at one of its ends.
In an attempt to recover a longer fragment of this rRNA coding region, we mapped all qualitytrimmed Illumina reads obtained from bulk soil treated with gypsum to the rrn operon of Nitrospira
defluvii with a similarity threshold at or above 80% over the complete read length using CLC. The
138,750 reads that mapped to this operon were assembled with the SPAdes assembler (1) and resulted
in a 693 bp-long contig, with its last 37 bp overlapping with 100% identity with the end of the partial
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Nitrospirae 23S rRNA gene. Using this approach, the Nitrospirae 23S rRNA gene was elongated at
its 3’-end from 89 to 745 bp. Thereafter, the completeness, contamination and strain heterogeneity of
the obtained draft genome were evaluated using CheckM (2). This genome bin is referred to as Nbg4 (Nitrospirae genome bin from bulk soil treated with gypsum) throughout the rest of the manuscript.
Phylogenetic analysis of the Nitrospirae draft genome
Additional Nitrospirae genome bins carrying dsrAB were identified using a blast search (3) against
NCBI’s sequence repositories (4). Only Nitrospirae genome bins with a completeness above 70%
and a contamination below 7% according to CheckM (2) were considered for further analysis. The
phylogenetic affiliation of Nbg-4 and public dsrAB-carrying Nitrospirae genome bins was inferred
using a phylogenomics approach. This approach was based on a concatenated alignment of deduced
amino acid sequences of 43 conserved marker genes with a largely congruent phylogenetic history
(2). These marker genes are used by CheckM (2) for the placement of a query genome within a
reference genome tree and their concatenated alignment is given as a general output of this program.
Using this alignment, a maximum likelihood (ML) tree was inferred from 5,793 unambiguously
aligned amino acid positions based on the Dayhoff substitution matrix and a gamma distribution
model of substitution rate heterogeneity. The ML tree was calculated using RAxML v8.2.9 (5) as
implemented on the CIPRES webserver (6, www.phylo.org). A rapid bootstrap analysis was
performed by RAxML using the automatic MRE-based bootstrapping criterion (extended majorityrule consensus tree criterion) and stopped after 150 replicates. The tree was based on sequences
retrieved from the following genome sequences (NCBI accession numbers): Nitrospirae
(NZ_BCNO01000001, AXWU01000000, AUIU01000000, NC_011296, NC_018649, NC_017094,
NZ_CP011801,

LNDU01000000,

JMFO01000000,

LACI01000000,

JZJI01000000,

LNQR01000000, NC_014355, NZ_LN885086, CZPZ01000000, CZQA01000000, MHEJ01000000,
MHEE01000000,

MHEW01000000,

MHDU01000000,

MHDT01000000,

MHEF01000000,

MNVK01000000, MHEW00000000, MHEY00000000, MNYU00000000, MHEK00000000,
MHDZ00000000,
NC_015064,

MHEC00000000,

NC_014963,

MHED00000000),

NC_008536,

Acidobacteria

NZ_AUAU00000000,

(NZ_JQKI00000000,

NZ_AGSB00000000)

and

Deltaproteobacteria (NC_014972, NC_012108, NC_015388, NC_013173, NC_002937).
The phylogeny inferred by the phylogenomics approach was compared to the phylogenetic affiliation
of the encoded dsrAB and partial 23S rRNA genes. For phylogenetic inference of deduced DsrAB
amino acid sequences, insertions and deletions were removed from the dataset using an alignment
mask (indel filter). Based on this alignment, a RAxML tree was inferred from 530 unambiguously
aligned amino acid positions using the parameters outlined above. MRE-based bootstrap analysis
stopped after 354 replicates. The tree was based on the following dsrAB sequences (NCBI accession
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numbers): Nitrospirae supercluster (AF334599, U58122, EF429274, EF429277, EF429278,
AUIU01000015, AB124925, AB124928, JN615155, AB451528, JN615146, JN615156, JN615158,
JN615159, JN615164, JN615167, JN615169, JN615173, AY167472, GU127969, KF896967,
KF896981,

KF896982,

EF065021,

AB451527,

MNVK01000061,

MHDU01000003, MHEE01000015, LNQR01000029,

MHDT01000018,

MHEJ01000097, MHEW01000017,

MHDZ01000017, MHEC01000106, MHED01000223, JMFO00000000), Deltaproteobacteria
supercluster including laterally acquired-dsrAB Firmicutes (AB061535, AF271770, AF273030,
AF074396, AF271769, NC_007644, AY626025, NC_010424, CP001785, CP001720, JQ304755,
CP003273, AUBR01000022, JMFO00000000, AF482455, AM236170, EF065046, AM408825,
AF551758, AF191907, AF482463, FO203503, DQ386236, JQ519394, JQ519395, AY083030,
AY167475, EF065068, CP003360, AF418189, JQ519396, AB061539, AB061541, CP000112), and
environmental supercluster (DQ112192, AY167483, GU371960, GU372072, KF896934,
KF896940). Sequences not belonging to the Nitrospirae supercluster were used as outgroup. The
same settings were used to evaluate lateral gene transfer of dsrAB within the phylum Nitrospirae (Fig.
S3). MRE-based bootstrap analysis stopped after 252 replicates in this tree reconstruction.
For the phylogenetic inference of the partial 23S rRNA gene, a RAxML tree was initially calculated
based on the nucleic acid alignment of almost full-length 23S rRNA gene sequences of cultured and
environmental Nitrospirae. This was based on the alignment of the non-redundant 23S rRNA gene
database v.123 available on the SILVA online platform (7, www.arb-silva.de) and a 50%
conservation filter of nucleic acid positions within the phylum Nitrospirae. Based on this alignment,
a RAxML tree was inferred from 2,732 unambiguously aligned nucleic acid positions based on the
GTRGAMMA distribution model of substitution rate heterogeneity. MRE-based bootstrap analysis
stopped after 156 replicates. The outgroup consisted of microorganisms belonging to the
Actinobacteria (Patulibacter medicamentivorans, Patulibacter minatonensis, Conexibacter woesei,
and Rubrobacter xylanophilus). The tree was based on the following 23S rRNA gene sequences
(NCBI accession numbers): Nitrospirae (BBCX01000008, AXWU01000024, AUIU01000004,
CP001147, CP002919, AP012342, CP011801, JMFO01000010, FP929063, FP929003, LN885086,
CZPZ01000003, CZQA01000015, MHEE01000002) and Actinobacteria (AGUD01000068,
JAFH01000035, AUKG01000002, CP000386). Actinobacteria were used as outgroup. The partial
23S rRNA gene of the Nbg-4 was added to this tree using the Quick add parsimony tool as
implemented in ARB (8) without changing the tree topology.
Partial 16S rRNA reads obtained in a previous 454 amplicon sequencing of the same soil samples (9)
were phylogenetically analyzed in ARB (8). Only reads representing an OTU at 97% sequence
identity with more than 300 bp in length and affiliated to the phylum Nitrospirae were considered.
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An initial RAxML tree was calculated based on the nucleic acid alignment of almost full-length 16S
rRNA gene sequences of cultured and environmental Nitrospirae with acidobacterial 16S rRNA
sequences serving as outgroup. The tree inference was based on an alignment of the non-redundant
SILVA 16S rRNA gene database v.128 (7, www.arb-silva.de) and a 50% conservation filter of
nucleic acid positions within the domain Bacteria (1,222 unambiguously aligned nucleic acid
positions). The partial 16S rRNA genes of 454 read OTUs were added to this tree using the Quick
add parsimony tool as implemented in ARB (8) without changing the tree topology.
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Supplementary figures
Figure S1. Phylogeny of
deduced DsrAB sequences
of Nitrospirae bacterium
Nbg‐4 and related dsrAB‐
carrying
Nitrospirae
bacteria recovered from
metagenomes
of
groundwater systems (10,
11). A maximum likelihood
tree were inferred using
the RAxML algorithm (5).
Bootstrap support is
indicated by closed (≥90%)
and open (≥70%) circles at
the respective branching
points.
Nitrospirae
bacteria with dsrAB that
underwent
horizontal
gene transfer are marked
with an asterisk. The scale
bar
indicates
10%
estimated
sequence
divergence.
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Figure S2. Maximum likelihood 16S rRNA gene tree showing the phylogenetic position of specieslevel OTUs affiliated to the phylum Nitrospirae, which were obtained in a previous study (9) using
the same rice paddy soil samples as analyzed in the current study. The tree was reconstructed using
the RAxML algorithm (5) as implemented in ARB (8) using 1,222 unambiguously aligned nucleotide
positions and a 50% conservation filter for the domain Bacteria. The representative 454 amplicon
sequences were added to the tree by using ARB’s Parsimony Interactive tool as indicated by the
dashed branch. Solid circles indicate ≥90% and open circles ≥70% bootstrap support (1000
replications). The bar represents 10% inferred sequence divergence.
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Figure S3. Schematic overview of the bioinformatics workflow to obtain the high quality draft
genome of Nitrospirae bacterium Nbg-4.
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Supplementary tables
Supplementary Tables S1-S5 are provided in a separate Excel file.
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